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Roe v. Roe: Evolving Conscience
By Victoria Cobb
and Chris Freund

Editor's note: This is second of two Newsletters
on the abortion legislation that was so prominent
in the 2003 General Assembly session. Victoria
Cobb is the director of legislative affairs for The
Family  Foundation  of  Virginia  and  Chris
Freund is the director of communications. Ben
Greenberg, director of government relations for
Planned  Parenthood  Advocates  of  Virginia,
offered a different view in a previous Newsletter.

or many years after the U.S. Supreme
Court's  1973  ruling  in  Roe  v.  Wade,
pro-abortion  candidates  seemed  to

have the upper  hand.  Until  the  mid-1990s,
pro-abortion forces had little to worry about.
Abortion  supporters  dominated  the  General
Assembly  while  the  voices  of  pro-life
Virginians  were  simply  ignored.  In  Virginia,
limiting, much less eliminating, abortion was
simply  impossible.  Pro-"choice"  advocates
controlled the abortion debate and the rheto
ric therein.

Gradually,  however,  things  began  to
change.  Pro-life  groups  like  The  Family
Foundation of Virginia were energized by the
victories  of  pro-life  governors  George Allen
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and Jim Gilmore. Additionally, changes in the
General  Assembly  prompted  new efforts  to
limit and regulate abortion in Virginia, begin
ning with the passage of legislation in 1997
requiring  parental  notification  and  then  in
2001, informed consent.

Legislative  victory  was  not  the  only
success  in  2001—after  the  General
Assembly session came electoral victory as
well.  That year's state elections delivered a
complete  shift  in  power  in  the  General
Assembly.  After  decades  of  control  by  pro-
"choice" forces, the people of Virginia sent a
clear message by sending a pro-life majority
to Richmond.

Few minced words about the electoral
mandate  from  the  people.  However,  in  an
effort  to  ignore  the  clear  voting  voice  of
Virginians, "choice" advocates joined a dis
gruntled minority on the left and blamed the
outcome on Republican gerrymandering dur
ing the redistricting process of  2001.  While
no  one  denies  that  redistricting  is  always
driven  by  political  expediency,  no  matter
which party is in power, Virginia's plan was
quickly upheld as constitutional.
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support
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Regardless of any partisan accusation of foul
play in line drawing, liberals could not deny that
an  increase  in  pro-life  seats  in  the  General
Assembly can only exist where voters are sup
portive  of  the  pro-life  position.  As  Katherine
Waddell  of  Republicans for  Choice is  quick to
point out, a Republican majority does not always
equate with a pro-life majority. In the 2001 elec
tions, Virginians did not simply choose a ruling
political party, they chose an ideology.

Calculating Gains
What took place in Virginia was not isolated to
the Commonwealth. The 2002 national elections
announced  the  coming  of  age  of  the  pro-life
movement in America. No longer a fragmented
minority,  the  voice  of  the  pro-life  community
made abortion advocates the biggest loser of the
mid-term  elections.  Next  to  the  war  on  terror
and  the  economy,  abortion  was  the  principle
issue on the minds of voters as people across
Virginia  and  the  nation  cast  their  ballots.  The
results surprised everyone but the pro-life com
munity,  who  finally  felt  the  fruits  of  their  30
years of labor.

In 2002,  groups like Planned Parenthood,
the  National  Abortion  Rights  Action  League
(NARAL)  and  Emily's  List  lost  nearly  every
election  in  which  they  were  involved.  Emily's
List,  the  nation's  wealthiest  Political  Action
Committee,  lost  big,  with  17 of  its  top 22 tar
geted candidates defeated by pro-life candidates.
NARAL saw  18  of  its  19  pro-"choice"  candi
dates fail. By contrast, and despite being signifi
cantly  outspent,  the  pro-life  Susan B.  Anthony
List won 23 of 29 races.

Exit polling from the election indicated that
a majority of Americans who voted favored pro-
life  candidates  and  pro-life  positions.  While
political pundits focused on partisan winners and
losers, the real message of the election was that a
majority of Americans are united behind candi
dates and legislation that would place reasonable
limits on the abortion industry.

The  elections  verified  what  other  polling
already  revealed.  A  2002  USAToday/CNN/
Gallup  poll  found  more  than  70  percent  of
Americans supported common sense restrictions
on abortion such as parental consent for minors,
informed  consent  and  a  ban  on  partial-birth
abortion. Similar figures were found in Virginia.
Abortion  supporters  dismissed  the  numbers,
continuing  to  argue  that  the  same  polling
showed  that  more  Americans  identified  them
selves  as  being  "pro-choice"  or  supporting

"abortion  rights."  Yet,  even  they  have  had  to
admit that those numbers are changing, and sig
nificantly.  The  tide  of  public  opinion  continues
to shift.

For  example,  a  November  2002  poll  by
Zogby International found that almost one-third
of respondents had become more pro-life during
the preceding 10 years. Of particular interest, the
Zogby poll found that young people (age 18-29)
were  significantly  more  pro-life  than  older
Americans. These numbers went beyond simply
restricting  the most  brutal  forms of  abortion  or
protecting minors. More Americans were willing
to be identified as pro-life!

Perhaps  most  disturbing  to  pro-"choice"
forces, a recent 2003 survey taken by the pro-
"choice" Center for the Advancement of Women
found that  in  polling women,  "keeping abortion
legal" ranked nearly last among a list of priorities
for the women's movement. The only item that
fell below "keeping abortion legal" was "increas
ing  the  number  of  girls  participating  in  organ
ized sports."

Those that conducted the survey are to be
commended  for  allowing  it  to  be  made  public
because,  clearly,  the  results  were  not  as  the
Center had expected. Many groups are not as
honest  about  the  shift  in  American  opinion.
Organizations  like  Planned  Parenthood,
NARAL and their allies try to explain away the
undeniable,  writing  off  elections  as  rigged  and
polling as flawed. But the numbers are very clear,
and speak for themselves.

Applying the Formunla
The Family Foundation made two pro-life issues
priorities  in  2003—parental  consent  for  minor
children under 18 years of age seeking abortion
and  a  ban  on  partial-birth  infanticide.  In  the
months preceding the 2003 General Assembly,
The Family Foundation met with numerous leg
islators across Virginia to secure the votes neces
sary  for  passage of  these two important  laws.
Because polling had indicated widespread sup
port  among  Virginians,  many  were  confident
both  bills  would  pass.  However,  the  threat  of
Governor  Mark  Warner's  likely  vetoes  loomed
and it was therefore important to secure enough
votes to override the vetoes.

Although optimism surrounded the passage
of these bills, pro-"choice" forces and legislators
were  vocal  in  their  opposition.  Planned
Parenthood,  the  National  Organization  for
Women,  the  American  Civil  Liberties  Union
and others testified in favor of abortion at nearly
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every  committee  meeting  where  abortion  bills
were debated. Twice—once during session and
once after—pro-abortion forces held press con
ferences in desperate attempts to breath life into
their  dying  movement.  In  2003,  pro-"choice"
legislators, primarily in the Senate, seemed par
ticularly  hostile  during  committee  meetings,
drilling anyone who dared speak in favor of life.
The rhetoric of pro-"choice" forces was acerbic
and  angry—they  were  on  the  defensive.
Obviously disturbed by the polling data showing
them  losing,  the  lobbyist  for  Planned
Parenthood  exclaimed,  "They  (pro-lifers)  are
taking  huge chunks"  of  abortion  rights,  adding
that The Family Foundation "has what appears
to be a vendetta against Planned Parenthood."

Through  it  all,  The  Family  Foundation
worked methodically to ensure that innocent and
vulnerable  l ife  is  protected  in  our
Commonwealth.  The  work  paid  off.  Both  pro-
life bills finally passed the General Assembly by
rwo-thirds margins, sending a clear message to
Governor Warner that if  he vetoed the legisla
tion, he faced potential overrides.

While  nearly  everyone  knew the  governor
desired to veto these bills, he chose to play poli
tics.  Instead  of  outright  vetoing  the  bills,  the
governor added "killer amendments" to the leg
islation. To partial-birth infanticide, he added an
overly broad "health exception," and to parental
consent he removed the requirement of a nota
rized signature ensuring that  a  parent  actually
approved the abortion. The amendments effec
tively vetoed the bills, in both cases removing the
very  essence  of  the  legislation.  Planned
Parenthood could not  have been happier.  The
Family Foundation had only one week between
the governor's amendments and "veto session" —
the  time  when  legislators  come  back  to
Richmond to respond to the governor's actions.

Having  predicted  the  likely  gubernatorial
action, The Family Foundation was prepared to
execute a grassroots mobilization strategy. In the
few days before  the veto  session,  The Family
Foundation  contacted  directly  and  indirectly
thousands of pro-family voters in Virginia,  urg
ing them to contact key legislators who voted in
favor of the bills and asking those legislators to
stick  to  their  vote.  Citizens  were  mobilized  to
make  their  voices  heard!  On  the  other  side,
Governor Warner and Planned Parenthood tried
desperately to find the votes necessary to kill the
bills. While all that was needed to reject the gov
ernor's  amendments  was  a  simple  majority,  a
two-thirds majority rejection of the amendments
would  keep  the  bills  from  going  back  to  the

governor,  who  could  then  veto  them.  Once
again, months of hard work came down to some
pressure filled hours.

On April 2, the General Assembly returned
to  Richmond  for  the  veto  session.  While  The
Family Foundation was confident that the gov
ernor's amendments would fail  in the House of
Delegates, the outcome in the Senate was uncer
tain. Would the clear view of the voters prevail in
the minds of certain senators? The pressure con
tinued  to  mount  as  pro-"choice"  Senators
attacked the bills on the floor, led by State Sen.
Dick  Saslaw  (D-35,  Springfield),  one  of  the
"choice"  movement's  most  caustic  apologists.
Finally  the  votes  came—first  parental  consent,
and  then  partial-birth  infanticide.  The  result:
Victory for life! Both chambers rejected the gov
ernor's killer amendments, securing 28 votes (out
of 40) on each bill, one more than was needed.

The  subsequent  questions  have  thus  far
remained largely unanswered. Why the change?
What  events  have transpired that  ignited such
a  massive  shift  in  public  opinion?  The  rea
sons vary.

Exponential  Growth
In the 1990s, Americans listened to the dispute
over partial-birth abortion and became aware of
the viability of a late-term fetus. The twice-vetoed
federal  partial-birth  abortion  ban  undercut  the
credibility of the abortion movement because the
American  people  could  not,  and  still  cannot,
stomach abortion in its most extreme form.

Americans  are  beginning  to  observe  the
value  of  protecting  life  simply  from  their  own
experiences.  They  witness  their  friends  and
neighbors  giving  birth  to  severely  premature
children. They now know that a child born even
four months premature survives and is capable
of  overcoming  the  obstacles  of  abnormal
devcopment.

Advances in medicine and technology have
not been limited to the neo-natal care of prema
ture  babies.  Today,  more  citizens  are  seeing
incredible  imagery  of  even  the  earliest  term
fetus. Few people haven't seen the image of an
unborn  child  on  an  ultrasound.  And  now,  with
the introduction of 4-D ultrasounds, the wonder
of a developing life is impossible to ignore,  or
deny. The truth of those pictures is irrefutable.

Tired but still true, the old cliche notes that
a picture is worth a thousand words.  While all
the articles and debates since Roe have helped
move the American people closer to a position of
compassion on this issue, it  is the ultrasounds
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that have brought non-political expectant moth
ers to the point of understanding the lie propa
gated in the word "choice." When faced with the
picture of life, the illuminated image in the once
dark womb, the truth is no longer just words.

That  is  why  pro-abortion  forces  muster
every ounce of energy they have to deny women
the opportunity  to  see images of  their  unborn
child. If it's not a child, if it is not human, then
why not  present  an ultrasound photo to  every
mom-to-be who enters an abortion clinic? If it's
just a mass of cells or a blob of tissue, why then
is the visual presentation of the phases of gesta
tional  development  offered  under  Virginia's
informed-consent statute so threatening to those
who deny life?

The experience of the American people is
not limited to what they have seen. America is
becoming more pro-life because it is also aware
of what it  has not  seen. With more and more
post-abortive  women  as  coworkers,  neighbors
and relatives, the questions of what might have
been are more a part  of  societal  dialogue. As
women, once young and scared, grapple with the
decision they made, they can't help but wonder,
did  I  make  the  right  decision?  Watching  with
great  pride  their  other  children  grow,  these
women  are  asking  new  questions  about  who
their aborted child might have become.

These  women  are  no  longer  alone  and
silenced. In their questioning and, for many, in
their  pain,  post-abortive  women  have  joined
together to unify their voice into a coherent mes
sage that encourages women to seek alternatives.
The movement, entitled "Silent No More," is led
by Hollywood actress Jennifer O'Neill, who uses
her celebrity in conjunction with her life story to
heighten  awareness  to  post-abortive  trauma.
According  to  one  of  the  co-founder's  of  the
organization,  Georgette  Forney,  "We  are  the
voice that hasn't  been heard .  .  .  The truth is
abortion  affects  us  physically,  emotionally  and
spiritually. It's time to speak honestly about the
pain we've lived with . . . it's time to listen to the
women who have experienced it."

Post-abortion effects vary based on the indi
vidual woman and the experience, but common
alities  have  been  found.  The  range  of
characteristics displayed by someone suffering
from post-abortive syndrome may include guilt,
but  nearly  always  include  severe  anxiety  that
manifests itself in tension, worry, difficulty con
centrating  and  disturbed  sleep.  Unfortunately,
depression, which can lead to suicidal thoughts,
is far too widespread. Choice, it turns out, has
unintended consequences.

Realities of Past Choices

After 30 years of legal abortion, it  is no longer
simply  the  women  who  suffer  post-abortive
regret that are becoming more pro-life, it is now
the children who are growing up and facing the
realities of past choices made about the fate of
their  family.  Over  40  million  unknown  siblings
and peers have not ceased to exist in the minds of
younger generations.

Having mothers that chose to abort invites
hard-to-answer questions about one's own exis
tence. According to Planned Parenthood's goal
that  "every  child  be  a  wanted  child,"  today's
youth  should  be  the  most  wanted  generation
ever. Yet, the "wanted" generation can't help but
wonder  what  situational  elements  would  have
had to be present in the lives of their mothers to
have made themselves a member of the "aborted
generation."  How can  one  not  wonder,  "Could
that have been me?"

Today,  an  entire  generation  has  grown up
knowing they too could have been aborted. For
many members of  this generation,  the intrinsic
understanding that life is valuable raises serious
doubts about the ease of "choice." Perhaps the
knowledge  that  their  life  has  value  that  would
have been thwarted had their mother chosen to
end it  in  the  womb has caused the  significant
shift  in  attitude  toward  abortion  by  this  age
group.

It  is  these experiences and questions that
have shifted society from dealing only with the
practice  of  abortion.  This  transformation  of  the
mind  and  heart  cannot  be  explained  away  by
accusations  of  political  maneuvering  or  flawed
polling. For all those years, the goal of the pro-
life movement has been to bring society to the
point of recognizing all human life and the gov
ernment to the point of protecting it accordingly.
Unfortunately, it appears to have taken those 30
years of pain for America to reach a place of will
ingness and openness to engage in a sincere dia
logue about the heart of the issue.

Before  the  cumulative  effects  of  "choice"
were evident,  America could only handle abor
tion  by  addressing  peripheral  issues.  Debates
until now dealt with issues of viability or the dif
ference between various types of abortion. When
debating  the  practice  of  partial-birth  abortion,
the public focused on the heinous nature of the
procedure, not upholding the rights of vulnerable
life.  When  debating  the  role  of  parents  in  a
minor's decision, the public was again not forced
to consider the unborn, but simply the appropri
ateness of parental involvement.
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Today, America is no longer simply debating
specific policy proposals to place common sense
restrictions on abortion. The debate has moved
to the crux of the issue. The fundamental ques
tion of when life begins has been largely ignored,
until  now.

The Conscience Factor
As society appears to be ready to wrestle with its
new-found knowledge of the start of life and its
previous  misconceptions  of  choice,  something
else  has  happened  simultaneously  to  bring
America to where it is today on this issue.

Abortion now available in pill form has gen
erated a new, more complex level of dialogue.

It began with the chemical abortion pill RU-
486. When the FDA approved RU-486, the pro-
life community was appalled.  Those concerned
for the lives of the unborn feared that abortion on
demand had just become even more accessible
and quite frankly, too easy.

With this new drug, women are able to take
the  life  of  their  child  without  even  undergoing
the  pains  of  surgery.  Hearing  the  description
of the abortion procedure was no longer impera
tive.  In  fact,  visiting  a  Planned  Parenthood
clinic  now  held  much  less  angst  in  the  mind
of  the  questioning  individual.  The  abortion
process can be little different from receiving birth
control  from  the  local  facility.  For  years,  the
abortion  industry  has  been  trying  to  make
women  more  comfortable  with  the  abortion
process, but universal knowledge of the physical,
spiritual  and  emotional  ramifications  have
prevented this. With the arrival of the chemical
abortion, at least the physical ramifications have
been  eliminated,  making  NARAL and  partners
one step closer to their  goal of conscienceless
abortions.

The surgical procedure, unsafe and horrifi-
cally gruesome, helped women grasp the severity
of  their  decision.  With  the  pills,  although
deemed  a  medical  advancement,  the  moral
dilemma does not disappear. For some, however,
not undergoing the trauma associated with the
procedure allows the ethical quandary of murder
to slip to the back shelf of one's mind ... at least
until it can no longer be suppressed.

Although RU-486 provides women an abor
tion "in the comfort of your own home," at least
it is still  clearly viewed as a chemical abortion.
This public perception allows women, who view
abortion as immoral, to make a clear decision to
pursue alternative choices when presented with
an unexpected pregnancy.

The misleading labeling of the drugs Preven
and Plan B as "emergency contraceptives" does
not  provide  women  this  basic  courtesy.  While
not simply chemical  abortions like RU-486, the
nature of  these pills  is  known but  still  strongly
debated.

So-called "emergency contraceptives" work
in three ways: delaying ovulation, preventing fer
tilization  and  inhibiting  implantation.  While  the
first  two  purposes  are  clearly  contraceptive  in
nature,  the  third  is  not  pre-conception,  but
rather  post-fertilization.

It  is  the  function  of  inhibiting  implantation
that forces society to answer the question that
has been before us for decades: "If an egg has
been fertilized and unique DNA exists, isn't this
a new life?" For the first time, when considering
the effects  of  so-called "emergency contracep
tives," society must reckon with the question of
when  precisely  life  begins.  This  debate,  more
than  any  other  that  has  gone  before,  has  the
potential  of  bringing  society  to  the  point  of
grasping  the  origin  of  life.  Combined  with  the
preceding shift in public opinion because of ear
lier debate and life experience, the new dialogue
over emergency contraception promises to force
Virginians to answer hard questions.

Groups  like  Planned  Parenthood  have
pushed these pills and tried to control the mar
keting message that accompanies them, all the
while  creating  the  perfect  forum  for  increased
public education on the beginning of life. Having
no idea that their desperation to ease the abor
tion  process  would  inadvertently  energize  the
pro-life  base,  abortion  advocates  have opened
themselves up for a hard reality check.

Could  the  abortion  movement  have  badly
miscalculated? In its public denial of the shifting
attitudes  on  life,  could  they  have  convinced
themselves  that  the  majority  is  still  in  their
court? If you repeat a lie often enough, do you
start to believe it yourself? Even if Preven and
Plan B continue to be propagandized as simply
contraceptives,  will  the public  buy the abortion
industry's  efforts  to  redefine  the  beginning
of life?

History  tells  us  that  society  simply  can't
trust  the abortion proponents.  In 1973,  anyone
not yet born was a blob of tissue. In the 1990s,
the increase in premature birth success stories
obligated the pro-choice movement to create the
term  "viability,"  essentially  an  admission  that
their  blob  theory  was  false—an  acknowledge
ment that at 7, 8 or 9 months, a life existed. At
the  turn  of  the  millennium,  with  the  advent  of
General Electric's 4-D ultrasound, the definition

Grasping the
origin of life
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of "viability" was once again rewritten to include
earlier gestational phases. Now, due to their own
campaign  to  receive  national  acceptance  of
"morning-after" pills, those in favor of unfettered
access have been forced to concede that life exists
after  implantation.

The  question  now  stands  before  Virginia
and  the  nation:  Will  we  embrace  the  ever-
changing definition of life given to us by those
who clearly don't value it? Or will we hold on to
the truth known in basic embryology and clearly
articulated  by  the  pro-life  movement  for
decades?—that  life  begins  at  conception—the
point  of  fertilization  of  the  egg  by  the  sperm
which results in unique DNA and all  the nutri
ents needed to develop?

Given  polling  data  and  election  results,
Planned Parenthood ought not bank on its defini
tion. Here in Virginia, one can faintly hear the last
gasps  of  the  dying  pro-abortion  movement.
Year after year, losing ground to an ever-increasing

pro-life  General  Assembly,  the  desperation  of
abortion advocates becomes more visible. In true
survival fashion, Planned Parenthood and allies
cling to any glimmer of hope, even at the cost
of being viewed by Virginians as extreme and out
of touch.

The  tide  has  turned.  Years  of  debate,
advances in science and technology, and the col
lective life experience of the abortion generation
have brought us to the true moment of choice:
When does life really begin? As more and more
Americans are convinced that life begins at fer
tilization  and  should  be  protected  from  that
point,  abortion-rights  advocates  respond  with
more  and  more  extreme arguments.  The  truth
is,  the  pro-life  movement  is  winning  on  every
front, and abortion proponents are at a loss as to
what to do.

In  the  words  of  Norma  McCorvey—the
"Roe" in  the Supreme Court's  1973 decision—
"Jane Roe has been laid to rest."
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